DRI INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR:
LATEST TOPICS IN INTERNATIONAL DISPUTE RESOLUTION

Tel Aviv June 3-5, 2020
Seminar to be held at Meitar Law Offices, Ramat Gan Israel
DRI lands in Israel!

Don't miss out this one of a kind seminar – An exciting combination of business and pleasure

Hosted by Meitar Law Firm, Israel’s leading international law firm, in their newly built Conference Center near Tel-Aviv

When

Prior to the seminar we will be hosting a powerful and enlightening Women In The Law program on Wednesday afternoon.

The Seminar will take place on Thursday and Friday morning, followed by optional excursions to attendees to: Jerusalem, Dead Sea & Masada, Nazareth & Sea of Galilee, etc.

Where

• Israel is one of the fastest growing economies, with a vibrant high tech presence and significant foreign investments (in 2019 alone – M&A transactions in the amount of USD 19.3 Billions)

• Tel Aviv’s start up ecosystem has been ranked no. 3 in the world this year

Why

• An exceptional opportunity to combine dispute resolution and tech topics
• Various up-to-date panels and sessions – attend, enjoy and participate in many fascinating legal sessions under the tech theme, hosting some of Israel’s most notable tech entrepreneurs
• Autonomous cars – look into the near future – regulations, liability and litigation risks
• Data privacy/data breach litigation: Latest on EU & US litigation, including: limit of jurisdictions, mdl, group and class actions
• Legal tech: a deeper look at why, how and when will the legal industry transform. How can we best prepare for it
• Increasing content regulation for websites in Europe and resulting litigation (fake news, hate speech)
• Cross jurisdiction discovery, In-house session, and more
• Lively and entertaining mediterranean style networking events
• WITL: learn from prominent professionals how to harness technology and innovation to your benefit, negotiation tactics, and how to break the gender based pyramid prevalent in so many sectors

Hotel information

• Save the date and book your flight
• Nearby international airport – daily flights to dozens of destinations in the US, Canada & Europe
• Attendees enjoy discounted rates in selected hotels
• Attendees enjoy group discount (based on availability) at: Crown Plaza Tel Aviv (DRI-Crowne Plaza Tel Aviv), Crown Plaza City Center Tel Aviv (DRI-Crowne Plaza City Center Tel Aviv) and Atlas boutique hotels (https://www.atlas.co.il/ (promo Code: dri2020))
• If you have questions concerning the hotels, please contact Ron Peleg - ronp@meitar.com